
Sous Chef
An exciting opportunity for a Sous Chef to join the award winning Machrie Hotel and Golf Links team
here on the Isle of Islay, Scotland.  

Nicknamed ‘The whisky Isle’ due to the 9 distilleries on the island, Islay is only a 30 min flight or
direct  Citylink  bus  to  the  Islay  ferry  from  Glasgow.   Our  47  bedroom  hotel  was  recognised  as
“Scottish Hotel  of  the Year 2020” and our historic  golf  links is  ranked in the  top 20 courses in
Scotland.  We now feel it is time for our food to shine!

With panoramic views across the links and stunning ocean sun sets,  Restaurant 18 and our  Stag
lounge are true jewels in the crown here at The Machrie.

As an experienced Sous Chef you will support our new Head Chef get established and assist lead our
small dedicated team of passionate chefs to bring  rosette recognition to the Island.  Using your
leadership experience and culinary skills gained from your career progression to date, you will be
able to contribute and develop further our new menu and specials that are receiving great praise
from our guests so far.  Linking with local island suppliers we have focussed on celebrating the best
of  Scottish coastal provenance from land and sea to take centre stage for our hotel guests, golf
members and island locals. 

Looking after our team members as well as our guests is equally important to us this role commands
a competitive salary: £30,900 per annum for a 45 hour basic week.  Authorised overtime is paid at
single time for the first additional 10 hours or time off in lieu given, and any authorised additional
hours worked over this is paid at £14.00 per hour.  We also provide comfortable accommodation
within walking distance of the hotel, a share in guest gratuities as well as the opportunity to become
a member of our stunning golf links and have use of the driving range, putting greens and the wee
course of 6 par 3 holes.

If you love golf, then where better to feed both your passions in life, Golf and Food.   We believe
‘service comes straight from the heart’.

We know island life is not for everyone, but if you don’t need the bright lights to be entertained, and
instead can equally  enjoy a simpler  life  appreciating nature’s  glorious gifts  then  why not  get  in
touch?  

We would also consider applications from couples, working in different departments.

Campbell  Gray  Hotels®  is  a  hotel  management  company  focused  on  creating,  designing,  and
operating a collection  of  highly  individual  hotels  around the world.  Its  goal  has always  been to
achieve the very highest standards and to be the market leader in its destinations.


